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TOP GIRL
The story is carried out in America, contemporary age between Los Angeles
and a citizen of California. Main protagonist of the vicissitude is Patricia, a
young person and beautiful girl who lives in a small city and that she finds
herself unexpected to make part of a world for disowned and fascinating her,
that one of soap a television work. Through carried out survey of the issuing
television, in fact, Patricia comes chosen between many girls in order to
interpret the personage “Uno” number; of the series “The voice of the heart”. It
leaves its country and with it also the nagging fiancée, contrary to the plan,
and arrived in city find themselves from quickly dipped in the new job. The
things, but, are not with the easy ones and, above all all’ beginning, Patricia
must learn very, also to its expenses, till to emerge completely like actress
and to become a true one star, without to neglect own feelings. Besides the
protagonists Patricia and Mike, there are: the director of the issuing cynical,
Cathy a in love girl of Mike and its colleague, the fiancée of Patricia and a
photographer specialized in services. In this film some fundamental members
find again themselves of the existence like l’ love and the happened one, the
job and the rivalry, l’ friendship, social climbing and the power, the dreams
and the truth. Members, these, that they come represented with effectiveness
from the protagonists of the vicissitude and, above all, from Patricia and Mike,
l’ man of which he falls in love himself.
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